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Designation of engine     .... 
C 
L 
B 
X 
Diameter of cylinder, inches 
2-36 
5-5 
9-0 
14-0 
Doss of efficiency ^-jj) 
0-42 
0-18 
0-11 
0-07 
Resulting efficiency figure (l — jjj 
0-58 
0-82 
0-89 
0-93 
Observed relative efficiency as com- 




pared with air standard  . 
0-44 
0-61 
0-65 
0-69 
Ilatio of last two lines  .... 
0-76 
0-75 
0-73 
0-74 
It appears that the value of the above constant a, viz. 1-0,
was chosen so as to render consistent the figures in the last
line of the above table.
In this way the relative efficiency of any engine is written
down as 0-75 (l —-^-] and if  the " air standard " efficiency
for the degree of compression under consideration be called
E, then the
thermal efficiency =
Had the " air standard " been a standard really applicable
directly to gas engines, the figure 0-75 would have been unity,
so further simplifying the formula. As it is the above equa-
tion shows that even the largest engines cannot get nearer the
" air standard " than 75 per cent. It is useful to compare this
conclusion with the values found in par. 65. Callendar uses
these results in obtaining his P.O. method of rating, to be
described in par. 170. Before coming to that, however, it
is necessary to consider the simpler R.A.C. rating.
169. R.A.C.   Rating. — The   rating  recommended   by   the
B.A.C., and adopted by the Treasury, is that originally sug-
gested by Dugald Clerk, who proposed
rated H.P. =
where n is the number of cylinders and d the cylinder diameter
in inches. Thus a four-cylinder engine of 4 inch bore would
have a rated H.P. of 25-6.
This rating is tantamount to assuming that for a given mean
pressure in the cylinder the piston speed in feet per minute

